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Thank you for presenting
at DCNS Grand Rounds
The Department of Clinical Neuroscience (DCNS) is composed of four sections: Neurology, Neurosurgery,
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, and Translational Neuroscience. We are affiliated with pediatric
neurology but they are part of the Department of Pediatrics.
We have Grand Rounds every Friday morning (with the exception of July and August). The rounds start at
8:00am with 2 x 30 minute cases, presented by either neurology, neurosurgery, PM&R or pediatric neurology.
At 9:00am we have a 15 minute coffee break, followed by your presentation from 9:15-10:15am. Your
presentation should be at most 45 minutes because discussion is extremely fruitful. Please note that, due to
schedules and areas of interest, the audience is fluid during these two hours. Do not be surprised if members
come and go between presentations.
Rounds are video-conferenced to South Health Campus — our other main teaching hospital — Rockyview
General Hospital, and hospitals in the cities of Red Deer, Lethbridge and Medicine Hat.
Please bring your presentation on your laptop computer as well as on a USB (memory stick). If you are using
a Mac, please bring the VGA connector cable to hook into a PC projection system. Audio (and video) is
supported though your headphone jack. Please note that laser pointers should be avoided as they are not
visible to Telehealth participants.
If you have not done so already, please forward the title of your presentation, your credentials and current
academic and clinical positions, along with a photo Quentin.Collier@ahs.ca so we can promote your
presentation.

Location: Coombs Lecture Theatre
Ground Floor, Foothills Medical Centre
1403 - 29th Street N.W., Calgary AB T2N 2T9
08:00 - 09:00 Case Presentations
09:00 - 09:15 Coffee Break
09:15 - 10:15 Guest Presenter (including 15 min Q&A)

DCNS Rounds are eligible for Maintenance of Certification (MOC) Section 1 credits from the
Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada. Weekly attendance can be recorded here:
https://ucalgary.ca/dcns/attendance
An annual summary is returned by email to attendees at the end of each year.

